1. Draw exact amount of medicine. Crystal-clear barrel and easy to read calibrations promote accurate measurement.

2. Injection process is intuitive, supporting ease of use. Simply push the plunger until it is fully seated. A "click" assures you that you have locked up the retraction mechanism and all fluids are dispensed.

3. After extraction from patient, pull the plunger back until an obvious stop is felt.

4. Snap off the plunger and dispose of it in the regular trash. The barrel harbors the needle and is ready for Sharps containment. Sharps waste is dramatically reduced.

Years of research at DuoProSS™ have resulted in this remarkably simple to use syringe...dependable, economical, and safe.

"Safe, reliable, easy to use and economical. It all comes together with BakSnap."

Benjamin Franklin
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